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Description This is a 4x4 Dynamax Isata 5 Super C diesel motorhome 28SS highlights: Private
Bedroom Bunk Above Cab Full Bath 39" LED Smart TV USB Charging Ports ?
Travel in comfort with plenty of conveniences throughout in this Isata 5!? You will
be able to get a good night's rest in your own? private bedroom and watch the 32"
LED Smart TV while your guests watch the 39" LED Smart TV in the living room.?
They can sleep on the bunk above the cab or the dinette slide out offers extra
sleeping space.? The kitchen provides a convection microwave and everything
else you will need to keep everyone fed including a 9 cu. ft. refrigerator.? The
counter extension is handy by providing more space for food prep and drying
dishes.? Everyone will enjoy relaxing outside under the dual-pitch, armless patio
awning with LED lighting and motion-activated retraction, and appreciate the
power entry steps and keyless entry touch pad.? You might even like to add the
factory 4-wheel drive option, and optional theater seats. ? With any Isata 5 Series
Super C diesel motorhome by Dynamax, the driver will appreciate the 360 HP from
the 6.7L I6 turbo diesel engine, the Cummins Smart exhaust brake system, the
RAM ESC suspension and stability package, and the tire pressuring monitoring
system, plus the automatic, 4-point hydraulic leveling jacks with Bluetooth and
seamless rotocast storage compartments with LED lighting when setting up
camp.? The premium vinyl flooring throughout, the hardwood shaker-style
cabinetry, the hidden hinges, and the Winegard ConnecT 2.0 dome antenna are a
few more reasons you will enjoy every time you are in this RV!? Choose your
favorite Isata 5 today, and start experiencing RV-friendly features and extra
touches!
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2021 Dynamax Isata 5 28SS $139,717
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Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 190-UM900000
VIN Number: 3C7WRNDL5LG119814
Condition: Used

Item address San Marcos, California, United States
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